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nobilia Collection 2018. nobilia X – Expanding the limits

More storage, more comfort, and plenty of new features in
trending metal and stone finishes
Verl. Living up to the motto “nobilia X – Expanding the limits,” nobilia presents a new
unparalleled collection and once again raises the bar in terms of design, storage
space, convenience and functionality. Among the highlights of the new collection are
the new XL height base and tall units as well as the innovative Xtra worktop. For even
more creative freedom and planning scope we have added 9 new fronts, 5 more Color
Concept colours and 11 new worktop décors – among them many concrete, stone and
metallic finishes. The 15 new upright panel colours, 19 new handles and plenty of new
features for elements and accessories enable modern and inviting kitchen
compositions with great attention to detail.

XL. Storage space redefined.
The star of the new nobilia 2018 collection is called XL. nobilia redefines storage space with
the new XL height in base and tall units. Nowadays people are growing taller. While at the
same time, living spaces are getting smaller – especially in urban settings. For this reason,
many buyers are very concerned about efficient storage space and ergonomics when
planning their new kitchen.
With a carcase height of 792 mm in base units, XL offers roughly 10 percent more
storage space, and thus, even more possibilities for accommodating kitchen utensils and
supplies. Moreover, the XL height also benefits the user by forming a perfect synthesis
between ergonomic and storage needs.
Matching XL highboards and tall units maintain the harmonious overall look with
continuous lines. With the new XL format, a total of more than 500 additional elements for
storage-oriented designs are available.

Xtra. The new generation of worktops.
nobilia expands the range of worktops with a new innovative product – Xtra – and with it,
defines a whole new level of value in worktops.
Xtra worktops captivate with their very distinctive 3D surface texture, which creates an
authentic looking natural stone appearance. Xtra worktops are available in three attractive
natural stone finishes. Matching upright panels and niche cladding supplement the
possibilities for surround designs in natural stone appearance.
The Xtra worktop also impresses in terms of function. The Xtra worktop panel has a multilayered structure. An extra thick laminate combined with an innovative functional layer
provides many advantages: The worktop is significantly sturdier, and more resistant to
impact as well as to water penetration and swelling than a conventional worktop.
These material properties even enable flush mounting of sinks and hot plates since the
milled-out portion is in the functional layer.
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New fronts and colours
With 9 new fronts, 5 Color Concept colours and 11 new worktop décors nobilia opens up
even more possibilities for trendy, design-oriented and elegant kitchen creations – from
inviting to practical, from urban chic to classic and from entry price level to the high-end
segment.
Cool concrete and ceramic décors as well as glamorous metal-look finishes continue to lead
the trends and are thus well-represented throughout our new collection.
In the entry price level, Speed in Ceramic grey reproduction supplements this material
trend with an appropriate décor in price group 1. Matching worktops, upright panels and
plinth panels allow for a homogeneous design of the entire surround.
Concrete Slate Grey reproduction was added to the Color Concept already last year. Due
to popular customer demand, this décor is now also a front décor in the Riva series and thus
available for planning entire kitchens in price group 2.
StoneArt is a new range in laminate design that embodies the trend toward large-sized
stone finishes. Thanks to its special three-dimensional surface, StoneArt turns the décor
Grey slate reproduction into a front with exceptional aesthetics. The trend toward rustic –
yet refined – surfaces gets a contemporary update in the large format dark stone décor
dappled with a lighter colour. Upright panels and worktops in the new design Xtra are
available to match StoneArt. This allows for a harmonious and consistent presentation of the
new natural stone aesthetic.
Moreover, Color Concept is ideal for combining with metal and stone look finishes. Three
new colours provide creative leeway here: The used look of Rusty Plates infuses this
kitchen with rugged charm, the stone décor Caledonia brings exciting accents in shades of
grey and Oriental adds an elegant glamour factor with its nuances of bronze and gold.
In addition to these variants, there are also two new wood décors to supplement the Color
Concept: Havellend oak reproduction lends kitchens a warm and cosy ambience, while the
décor Timber oak reproduction stands for striking wood accents that embody comfortable
conviviality.
If you would like to take the professional look of your kitchen to the next level, then our new
Metal Concept décors are right for you. The décor Scratched steel reproduction
contributes the stainless steel component to the character-defining look. The used look
character of the finish is intentional and brings a hint of workshop chic and industrial charm in
the kitchen.
The décor is extremely versatile, as wall unit fronts, upright panels, niche cladding or as
panels, and it combines beautifully with all solid colours, stone and concrete décors, even
with wood décors.
Lacquer fronts continue to be a bestseller. Fronts with matt finishes are especially popular
and nobilia adds four new ones to this segment.
Fashion is also available in the top-selling colours White and Ivory. The colours Ivory and
Black enhance the Sylt range of framed fronts in matt lacquer. The Black front design is
aimed particularly at a young, design-savvy target group that favours a contemporary and
unexpectedly new cottage style look.
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Additionally, Sylt gets its own new pilaster surround in all three front colours.
There is also an addition to the framed front York. The genuine wood range from price group
9 was expanded with the colour Ivory.

The surround
With 11 new worktop décors it is even easier to incorporate all the current trends. The
offerings include the 3 Xtra décors and the 5 new Color Concept décors. Add to this
reproductions in Ceramic grey, Limestone and Oiled oak. Moreover, nobilia also presents 15
new upright panel colours, 2 new upright systems and 19 new handles. And 7 new niche
claddings with trend motifs such as brickwork or metal-look finishes are ideal ingredients for
furnishings with loft appeal.

Liveable designs
Kitchens are becoming more liveable – akin to the rest of the home – and the boundaries
between cooking, dining, and living areas more fluid. This development is reflected in the
new nobilia collection in the form of manifold homely design elements. Inviting and playfully
lighthearted designs are easy to create, for instance, with the new wall unit system with
sliding doors. It can be freely designed and enables a multiplicity of custom solutions.
The new Panorama top sections for sideboard designs – they come standard with lighting –
also offer fascinating possibilities. With their glass top section, the elegant glass cabinets are
the perfect place to highlight your favourite beautiful objects. The new base units with tablar
pull-outs for base and hot plate units bring effortlessness to kitchen design and enable quick
access to cooking utensils. With panels in contrasting colours they are also real eyecatchers. And there is room for the home bar – which is making a comeback – in the new bar
flap wall units.
More transparency and airiness can be achieved with the new glass design front Frame and
the new matt glass colours for Gap. Modern kitchen architecture also benefits from the new
wall units with flap and the newly designed roll-up front units. In addition, integrated LED
lighted designs for upright panels provide effective ambient lighting. The storage space in
base and tall units is made even more practical with the new door shelves.
The range also includes the coordinating electric appliances and sinks for flush mounting in
the new Xtra worktops. Together with our factory-milled cut-outs for flush mounting, retailers
benefit from yet another complete solution from a single source. With this, nobilia again
expands its competitive ability as a full-service provider.

The nobilia 2018 Collection is available as of October 01, 2017.
XL height kitchens are available as of January 01, 2018.
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nobilia open house exhibition 2017
The nobilia open house exhibition takes place from the 16th to 24th of September 2017 in
Verl.
Opening times: daily from 9:00 a.m.

Contact:
nobilia-Werke J. Stickling GmbH & Co. KG
Sonja Diermann
Waldstraße 53-57
33415 Verl
Phone: + 49 5246 508 - 0
Fax: + 49 5246 508 - 130
info@nobilia.de
Specimen copy requested.

